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Four Phoenixes Publishing, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Kevin Kendall
(illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Newly-made vampire
Joseph O Reily has rejected his vampire lover Cassandra and declared their relationship at an end.
Although he loves Cassandra - and she loves him - he knows their relationship cannot survive
because she places such low worth on human life and morals. Former pirate and vampire sire Anne
Bonny is bored from spending almost a century on a tropical island and makes her way to St. John
s after receiving the last thoughts of her creation, John Snow. Once in Newfoundland she engages
with Joseph and Cassandra, both of them surprised to see a vampire that doesn t wish them harm.
Joseph, who is dealing with his failed relationship with Cassandra and his new one with Anne, has
forgotten a human figure from his past, Augustus Green, a pimp and murderer. Green plans
revenge for the brutal beating Joseph and Cassandra gave him months ago. The Emperor
Commodus, leader of the vampire council, has commanded his subjects, Count Dracula, Countess
Elizabeth Bathory and others, to swell the ranks of his evil army by creating brainwashed...
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It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

This pdf is wonderful. This can be for anyone who statte there had not been a well worth studying. You are going to like just how the writer write this pdf.
-- Mr s. Adr ia na  Schm idt V-- Mr s. Adr ia na  Schm idt V
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